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Microshock tubes are always used to induce shock waves and supersonic flows in aerospace and medical engineering fields. A
needle-free drug delivery device including a microshock tube and an expanded nozzle is used for delivering solid drug powders
through the skin surface without any injectors or pain.*erefore, to improve the performance of needle-free drug delivery devices,
it is significantly important to investigate shock waves and particle-gas flows induced by microshock tubes. Even though shock
waves and multiphase flows discharged from microshock tubes have been studied for several decades, the characteristics of
unsteady particle-gas flows are not well known to date. In the present studies, three microshock tube models were used for
numerical simulations. One microshock tube model with closed end was used to observe the reflected shock wave and flow
characteristics behind it. *e other two models are designed with a supersonic nozzle and a sonic nozzle at the exit of the driven
section, respectively, to investigate particle-gas flows induced by different nozzles. Discrete phase method (DPM) was used to
simulate unsteady particle-gas flows and the discrete random walk model was chosen to record the unsteady particle tracking.
Numerical results were obtained for comparison with those from experimental pressure measurement and particle visualization.
Shock wave propagation was observed to agree well with experimental results from numerical simulations. Particles were
accelerated at the exit of microshock tube due to the reservoir pressure induced by reflected shock wave. Both sonic and supersonic
nozzles were underexpanded at the end of microshock tubes. Particle velocity was calculated to be smaller than gas velocity, which
results from larger drag of injected particles.

1. Introduction

During the past several decades, microshock tubes as devices
to induce shock waves and supersonic flows have been
widely used in mechanical, aerospace, and medical engi-
neering fields, such as microcombustions, explosion, and
needle-free drug delivery devices. Normally, a microshock
tube consists of a driver section in high pressure and a driven
section in low pressure which are separated by a thin dia-
phragm. Due to the pressure difference between two sec-
tions, shock waves are induced when the diaphragm is
ruptured instantaneously [1]. If the diaphragm pressure ratio
is extremely high, the diaphragm is ruptured naturally.

Otherwise, it should be punctured by using a needle
manually.*e incident shock wave induced by a microshock
tube is always a normal shock wave, while it becomes oblique
shock wave after it is reflected by the end wall in the driven
section in a closed-ended microshock tube. Supersonic flows
are induced and accelerated behind the incident shock wave,
which is always applied in experimental tests such as
microcombustion and explosion. High pressure and tem-
perature flows are generated downstream of the reflected
shock wave.

With the development of microshock tubes and the
innovation of medical technique, needle-free drug delivery
devices are designed to inject drug powders into human
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body in a contactless way. *e main components of the
needle-free drug delivery device are a microshock tube and
an expanded nozzle [2]. Gas flows with drug powders are
induced and accelerated by a shock wave generated in a
microshock tube and accelerated in the expanded nozzle
again. Drug powders are injected into the skin tissue by
obtaining enough momentum. In order to ensure the de-
livery without any hurts, the momentum of drug powders
should be strictly controlled. Even though needle-free drug
delivery devices have been studied for several decades, de-
tailed characteristics of particle-gas two-phase flows inside
the devices are not well known to date. Experimental studies
are sparsely conducted on particle velocity and momentum
as well. However, investigations on particle-gas flows in
needle-free drug delivery devices are extremely important in
improving their performance in medical engineering fields.

Flows with solid particles behave differently from single
gas flows. Due to the inertia and resistance of solid particles,
particles are always not able to track gas flows properly.
Under the slow relaxation time of solid particles, particles
follow supersonic gas flows more improperly. *e above
effects make the momentum of solid particles uncontrol-
lable, which prevents the development of needle-free drug
delivery devices. Due to viscous effects and the existence of
boundary layers, particle dynamics are more difficultly
predicted in microshock tubes. Even though researchers
paid great attention to investigating shock waves and par-
ticle-gas flows in microshock tubes, detailed characteristics
of shock wave and particle dynamics were not well known.

Brouillette [1] derived a new model to investigate scale
effects on shock wave generation and propagation in a
microshock tube and performed a comparison with ex-
perimental results. A control volume located between shock
wave and contact surface was considered. Particle velocity
was lower than that in microshock tubes in larger scales. *e
predicted numerical results agreed with experimental results
well with respect to the Mach numbers of shock waves. Liu
et al. [2] performed experimental and numerical investi-
gations on shock wave propagation and particle velocity in a
contoured shock tube. *e momentum of drug powders was
controlled by flow characteristics inside the contoured shock
tube. Austin et al. [3] studied shock wave propagation and
attenuation through a microscale channel of circular cross
section. Shock wave velocity and pressure histories from
experimental studies were compared with experimental and
theoretical results. More shock wave attenuation was ob-
served in the channels with smaller scales and lower pres-
sures. Felling et al. [4] used pressure measurements to record
pressure histories compared with existing experimental
pressure results.

Effects of the pressure ratio and diaphragm location were
investigated on shock waves discharged from an open-ended
shock tube. Mach-disk shock, barrel shock, and reflected
shock waves were observed and discussed in detail by
Haselbacher et al. [5]. Labastida et al. [6] used simultaneous
lateral and end-wall high-speed visualization method to
observe shock wave propagation in a circular shock tube.
Shock wave structure and motion were obviously visualized.
A modified dissipation model was derived to discuss effects

of heat transfer on shock velocity gradient by Yang et al. [7].
By considering the effects of Reynolds number and tem-
perature difference between particle and gas phases, Hen-
derson [8] derived mathematic models to calculate particle
drag force under subsonic and supersonics gas-particle
flows, respectively. Lin et al. [9–13] used CFD-EDM coupled
method to calculate particle-gas flows and carried out vi-
sualization tests to validate CFD results. Particle trajectory
and velocity from numerical simulations agreed with ex-
perimental results well. Sun et al. [14–19] made summaries
on numerical models of calculating multiphase flows and
derived some new mathematic models to calculate multi-
phase flows.

Numerical simulations were carried out to investigate
propagation and attenuation of shock wave in micro shock
tubes by using a one-dimensional approach by Ngomo et al.
[20]. Attenuation of shock wave was quantitatively calcu-
lated and propagation of shock wave was obviously captured
at different tube diameters. Li et al. [21] conducted time-
resolved shadowgraph and transient pressure measurements
to investigate shock wave structure and Mach number in a
shock tube. Shock flows were discussed at the tube exit in
detail. Digital particle image velocimetry was used to capture
shock wave structure at the nozzle exit impinging to a plate
by Henderson et al. [22]. Nozzle pressure ratio and exit
diameter were investigated to have great effects on shock
flows at the nozzle exit. Kendall et al. [23–25] performed
experimental studies to investigate particle dynamic through
contoured shock tubes by particle image velocimetry (PIV)
and Schlieren visualization. *e velocity and propagation of
shock wave were obtained and discussed in detail.

Interaction between shock wave and solid particle was
investigated by Xiong et al. [26]. Shock wave was observed to
affect particle cloud clusters and small particle influenced
shock wave structure as well. In addition, a controlling
method for cloud cluster expansion rate was proposed.
Lupoi et al. [27] conducted numerical and experimental
studies to investigate particle behavior in a supersonic nozzle
for cold spray system. *e collisional model was derived to
calculate particle dispersion in supersonic flows, which
agreed with experimental results well. Wang et al. [28]
derived a unified gas-kinetic scheme to calculate particle-gas
flows. Collision of two particle-gas phases was discussed in
detail as well as shock-driven multiphase instability. Ex-
perimental investigations were carried out to study shock
wave dynamic and particle movement in microshock tubes
from previous studies [29, 30]. Shock wave and particle
motion were visualized and analyzed in detail.

In this article, numerical studies on shock wave prop-
agation and particle motion were carried out in different
microshock tubes. By considering solid particles behaving
differently in supersonic and subsonic flows, a suitable drag
coefficient model was used in present numerical simulations.
Shock flows and particle motion induced by sonic and
supersonic nozzles at the tube exit were obtained and dis-
cussed in detail, respectively. *e comparisons were made
between CFD and experimental results on pressure histories
inside the microshock tube and at different nozzle exits.
Shock wave propagation was visualized and compared with
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results got from particle tracking velocimetry. Particle ve-
locities induced by sonic and supersonic nozzles were ob-
tained and discussed in detail.

2. Numerical Methods

2.1. Computational Domain. A microshock tube was
designed to investigate characteristics of unsteady particle-
gas flows as shown in Figure 1. *e shock tube was designed
with the driver section in a diameter of 20mm and a length
of 41mm, and the diameter and length of the driven section
are 7.5mm and 66mm, respectively. All sections have cir-
cular cross sections. Sonic and supersonic nozzles were,
respectively, installed at the end of the driven section in the
microshock tube. *e detailed schematic and size of the
sonic and supersonic nozzles are shown in Figures 2(a) and
2(b). Pressure measurement and Schlieren visualization
were conducted.

Numerical simulations were carried out by using the
same model as the experimental model. Due to circular
shape of microshock tube, 2D axisymmetric domain was
used as shown in Figure 3. Two points located at the tube
wall of driven section working as the locations of pressure
transducers in experimental tests. *e static pressure his-
tories were recorded at two points, so the shock wave
strength as well as velocity was obtained. In order to in-
vestigate the particle acceleration, sonic and supersonic
nozzles were installed at the end of the driven section, which
acts as a contoured shock tube for a needle-free drug delivery
device. *e detailed schematic of sonic and supersonic
nozzles is shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Governing Equations. Supersonic flows can be predicted
by using mass, momentum, and energy equations:
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where u, ρ, p, μ, and T represent flow velocity, density,
pressure, viscosity, and temperature, respectively. δ is
Kronecker delta and E is total energy. keff and τeff are ef-
fective thermal conductivity and effective stress tensor,
respectively.

Turbulence model is significantly important for calcu-
lating supersonic flows. In present studies, k-ω turbulence
model was used due to its good applicability for calculating

compressible flows and wall bounded flows. Turbulent ki-
netic energy k and dissipation rate ω are calculated by
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where Gk and Gω are turbulent kinetic energy and dissi-
pation rate at average velocity gradients, respectively. Yk and
Yω represent the dissipation of k and ω at the turbulent state.
Γk is effective dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy and
Γω is effective dissipation rate of the dissipation rate.

2.3. Particle Drag Coefficient. Solid particles have different
force characteristics under effects of supersonic and sonic
flows [8]. By assuming that particles are spherical, drag
coefficients of solid particle are calculated in subsonic and
supersonic flows based on equations (6) and (7),
respectively.
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For supersonic flow (Mg> 1.75),
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0.9 + 0.34/M2
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(7)

As particles moves in supersonic flows at Mach number
between 1 and 1.75, a modification of equation (7) is given as
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Figure 1: Experimental microshock tube.
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where CD is drag coefficient and Re is particle Reynolds
number. Mg is Mach number of gas phase. M is Mach
number based on relative velocity between gas phase and
particle phase, and S is the molecular speed ratio. Particle
Reynolds number is calculated by the following equation:

Re �
ρP U − UP


DP

μ
, (9)

where ρP is particle density and DP is particle diameter. µ is
dynamic viscosity of fluid and U and UP are the velocities of
gas phase and particle phase, respectively. Particle drag
forces FD can be obtained based on above expressions of
particle drag coefficients at different flow conditions as
shown in Equation 10. UDF were written on particle drag
coefficient and drag force and inserted in Ansys Fluent to
calculate particle motion in supersonic and subsonic flows.

FD �
3μCDRe
4ρPDP

2 . (10)

*e correlation on drag coefficients was incorporated in
Ansys Fluent by user defined function (UDF) for numerical
simulations on particle dynamics.

2.4. Boundary Conditions. Ansys Fluent was used to cal-
culated two-phase flow of particle and gas in microshock
tubes. k-ω shear stress transport (SST) was chosen as tur-
bulence model due to its good capacity in calculating

unsteady flows with high pressure gradient and boundary
layers near walls. *e minimum grid size determined the
time step of unsteady calculations to be 10−7 s. All walls were
assumed to be adiabatic and kept at constant temperature of
300K, so no heat transfer happened between the shock
heated flows and tube walls in numerical simulations.
Working fluid was assumed as ideal gas in the driver and
driven sections. Particle motion was calculated based on
discrete phase model (DPM) regarding gas flow as con-
tinuous phase and particle as discrete phase for particle-gas
flows. Two-way turbulence coupling model was used to
consider the interaction between particle phase and gas
phase. Discrete random walk model and unsteady particle
tracking method were chosen to track unsteady particle
behavior. Assuming the particle as the sphere, drag law
proposed by Henderson [8] was used to calculate particles
dispersion in supersonic flows. Anthracite is chosen as
seeding particle in the present CFD studies, which has the
same 10 μm as previous experimental studies and the density
of 1020 kg/m3. Particles were injected at the position of the
diaphragm with particle mass flows rate of 0.001 kg/s and
seeding velocity of 0.5m/s.

2.5. Mesh Independence Study. Structured quad grids were
created for full computation domain as shown in Figure 4(a).
To indicate the interaction between shock wave and
boundary layer, boundary layer grids were drawn near tube
walls. In order to capture the detailed structure of moving
shock waves and particle motion, creating high-quality grids
at the direction of moving shock wave is significantly im-
portant. A suitable number of grids are used to capture
shock wave propagation and save time of calculations. *ree

45°
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45°
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Figure 2: Sonic and supersonic nozzle models installed at the exit of the driven section. (a) Sonic nozzle. (b) Supersonic nozzle.
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Figure 3: Computational domain for numerical simulations.
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kinds of grids were used to validate mesh independence
studies. *e mesh numbers for three cases are 89000,
192000, and 256000, respectively, as shown in Figures 4(b)–
4(d). Pressure histories of point 1 are shown in Figure 5.
Before the normal shock wave was reflected, pressure his-
tories were almost the same among three cases. A slight
difference was observed on pressure histories after the shock
wave met the end wall of microshock tube. *e deviation
happened due to the less number of meshes used in the case
of the mesh number of 89000. In addition, pressure histories
obtained from the grid size of 192000 were observed to be
almost the same as those obtained from the grid size of
256000 and two curves of pressure histories were almost
superposed. Based on the accuracy and time of calculations,
the mesh size of 192000 was chosen and used for the present
simulations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. PressureHistories in theDriven Section. All experimental
tests and numerical simulations were performed at the same
conditions. *e driven section was kept in constant pressure
of the atmosphere pressure and the driver section was
initialized in high pressure of 0.9MPa, which fixed the

diaphragm pressure ratio to be 9 for all cases. *e com-
parison between the experimental and numerical pressure
histories is shown in Figure 6.

After the diaphragm was ruptured, the incident normal
shock wave was induced and moved towards the driven
section. As the shock wave reached the position where
pressure transducers located, the pressure increased steeply
as shown in Figure 6.*e instants where the shock wave met
the two pressure transducers were almost similar in both
experimental and numerical studies. *e strength of the
shock wave was observed to be stronger in CFD study
compared to that in experimental test, whichmainly resulted
from the difference in rupture process. In experimental tests,
the diaphragm was ruptured by the manual method and the
rupture time was not instantaneous. However, the instan-
taneous rupture was simulated as the boundary condition of
the diaphragm was changed from the wall to the interior. In
addition, the 2D half computational domain was used in
CFD study, but actually the shock wave moving in the
microshock tube was not symmetrical with respect to the
center line in the experimental test. *e adiabatic walls were
used for the numerical simulations, so the heat transfer
between the shock heated air and tube walls was ignored.
However, heat transfer existed in the experimental study.

(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Partial computational grids used for numerical simulation. (a) Partial computational grids. (b) 89000. (c) 192000. (d) 256000.
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As the shock wave met the end wall of the driven section,
it was reflected and moved towards the direction opposite to
the incident shock wave. *e deviation between experi-
mental and CFD results gradually became larger. *is was
mainly due to the fact that the shock wave experienced much
more decay after it was reflected in the experimental test. As
the shock wave collided to the solid wall, much more shock
wave attenuation occurred.

3.2. Shock Wave Propagation. In previous experimental
studies, Schlieren visualization was used to observe the
shock wave propagation in microshock tube as shown in
Figure 7. *e test section was clearly observed before the
normal shock wave was induced. After the diaphragm was
ruptured, a normal shock wave was induced and propagated
to the end wall as shown in Figures 7(b) and 7(c). When the
normal shock wave met the end wall of the driven section, it
was reflected and the reflected shock wave was still normal

shock wave as shown in Figure 7(d). *e strength of the
primary shock wave was stronger than that of the reflected
shock wave. *is resulted from the fact that the reflected
shock wave moved upstream. As reflected shock wave met
the contact surface, the structure of the reflected shock wave
changed as shown in Figure 7(e). Reflected shock wave was
no longer a normal shock wave but the direction did not
change. *e dark spots and areas shown in the figures were
particles seeded in the microshock tube.

Numerical simulations were carried out to investigate
the shock wave propagation and compared with experi-
mental results. Temperature contours at different time are
shown in Figure 8. *e shock wave and the contact surface
are clearly observed. Shock wave propagations from ex-
perimental and CFD studies agreed well and shock wave
structures were also similar. After the shock wave was re-
flected, a high-temperature region occurred behind the
reflected shock wave. *is showed a good agreement with
the previous observation that the high pressure developing
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behind the reflected shock wave was regarded as reservoir
pressure for initializing nozzle flows. As the reflected shock
wave met the contact surface, its structure changed and the
shock wave was not normal any more.

3.3. Pressure Histories Downstream of Nozzle Exit. After the
normal shock wave was reflected by the end wall, high
pressure and temperature flows were generated behind the
reflected shock wave. *e high pressure flows acted as the
reservoir pressure to induce nozzle flows. Pressure histories
were recorded downstream of the nozzle exit and compared
as shown in Figure 9. *e bow shock wave in front of Pitot
tube was observed as the discontinuous pressure changes as
shown in both experimental and numerical studies. Ex-
perimental pressure histories measured by the Pitot tube

agreed with the numerical results well except that the instant
at which the supersonic flows moved through the measured
position was different. *e supersonic flows reached the
measured position earlier in numerical simulation compared
to those in experimental test. *is is due to the earlier re-
flection of the shock wave in the CFD study, which was
caused by less shock wave attenuation happening in the CFD
study compared to that in experimental test. *e pressure
histories at the exit of the supersonic nozzle are shown in
Figure 9 as well and the trend of pressure changes was
similar to that in the case of the sonic nozzle. *e reservoir
pressure values were lower at the exit of the sonic nozzle
(0.46MPa) compared to those at the exit of the supersonic
nozzle (0.52MPa). In addition, the time when shock flows
moved through the monitor point at the exit of supersonic
nozzle was earlier than that at the exit of sonic nozzle. *is is

(a)

Shock wave

(b)

(c)

Ref lected shock wave

(d)

(e)

Figure 7: Shock wave propagation from experimental visualization.
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Figure 8: Temperature contours inside the driven section from numerical simulations.
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due to different positions where monitor points located as
shown in Figure 2. *e monitor point was installed
downstream of the exit of the sonic nozzle, where a long
constant channel was designed to support the installation of
pressure transducer in experimental tests. However, no
constant channel was designed at the exit of supersonic
nozzle and the monitor was set at the center of the exit of
supersonic nozzle in CFD studies, which is much closer to
the end of the driven section of microshock tube.

3.4.ParticleVelocity. Particle motion was clearly observed in
the driven section as shown in Figure 10. As solid particles
moved inside the microshock tube, the particle velocity
gradually increased. Boundary layer developed behind the
moving shock wave, which made the motion of particle-gas
flows similar to particle-gas flows moving through a nozzle;
therefore, the particle velocity increased. Particle velocity
decreased as the reflected shock wave came across particles.
When the incident shock wavemet the end wall of the driven
section, it was reflected and moved upstream. At t� 0.5ms,
some particles moved to the driver section opposite to the
previous direction and particles highly attenuated in the
front of the particle distribution. Particles inside the
boundary had a low velocity. When meeting the reflected
shock wave, particles velocity was decreased and moved
towards the driver section by following the reflected shock
wave. Particles in front of the particle distribution map
moved into high pressure region, so particle velocity was
decreased. *e particle velocity was calculated as shown in
Figure 11. Particle velocities induced by sonic and

supersonic nozzles were observed to be almost the same
before particles met the reflected shock wave. *ere was a
slight difference after they came cross the reflected shock
wave. Particles inside the driven section were not accelerated
to supersonic velocity in the present CFD simulations.

Particle motion and velocity contours of gas flows
induced by the sonic nozzle are, respectively, shown in
Figures 12(a) and 12(b). Due to the underexpanded nozzle
flows, particle velocity gradually increased downstream of
the sonic nozzle exit. *e expansion waves were clearly
observed at the exit as shown in Figure 12(b). Compared
to the velocity of gas flows, the particle velocity was much
lower, which resulted from the large diameter of particles.
Large particles had large inertia and resistance, making
particles follow gas flows improperly. As the reservoir
pressure decreased in the driven section, the expansion
waves became weak and particle velocity also decreased.
*e similar characteristics of particles and gas flows
generated by the supersonic nozzle were observed com-
pared to those induced by the sonic nozzle as shown in
Figures 13(a) and 13(b). Higher particle velocity was
observed at the exit of sonic nozzle compared to that at the
exit of supersonic nozzle. *is resulted from the fact that
the flows generated by the sonic nozzle were more highly
underexpanded. *is is clearly shown as the flow velocity
induced by the sonic nozzle was much higher at the nozzle
exit.

In both CFD and experimental studies, particle velocity
was obtained in four test sections downstream of nozzle exit
as shown in Figure 14.*e test section was defined in area of
1mm× 3.36mmwith the interval of 1mm fromX� 0mm to
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Figure 9: Pressure histories at the exit of sonic and supersonic nozzles.
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Figure 10: Particle velocity distributions in the driven section.
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Figure 11: Particle velocity inside the driven section.
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Figure 12: Particle distributions and Mach number contours at the exit of sonic nozzle. (a) Particle distributions. (b) Mach number
contours.
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Figure 13: Particle distributions and Mach number contours at the exit of supersonic nozzle. (a) Particle distributions. (b) Mach number
contours.
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Figure 15: Particle velocity at the exit of sonic nozzle.
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X� 4mm. Similar test sections were used in the CFD
simulations. Particle velocity was calculated for the nu-
merical simulation and compared to the results obtained in
the experimental studies as shown in Figure 15. As particles
moved outside of the nozzle exit, particle velocity gradually
increased in both CFD and experimental studies. *is is due
to the fact that the sonic nozzle flows were underexpanded at
the nozzle exit. Particle velocity obtained from the CFD
studies was higher compared to that in experimental cal-
culations. *e main reason is that the shock wave strength
was observed to be stronger in the numerical simulation as
mentioned previously, so the reservoir pressure generating
in the driven section was also higher in the CFD study.

4. Conclusions

Numerical simulations were carried out to study shock wave
propagation and particle-gas flows induced by sonic and
supersonic nozzles and the comparison between numerical
and experimental results was made as well. Normal shock
wave and reflected shock wave were clearly observed in CFD
studies and agreed with experimental results well. Pressure
histories indicated that less shock wave attenuation hap-
pened in the CFD simulations compared to that in the
experimental studies, which resulted from the different
methods used for rupturing diaphragms. In CFD studies, the
diaphragm was ruptured instantaneously instead of manual
rupturingmethod by using a needle. In addition, muchmore
viscous effects and friction between the shock wave front and
tube walls took place in the experimental tests. After the
normal shock wave met the end wall, high pressure and
temperature flows were induced behind the reflected shock
wave. *is made the high pressure the reservoir pressure
inducing nozzle flows. Particles were accelerated in the
microshock tube due to the development of boundary layers
behind the shock wave. Both sonic and supersonic nozzle
flows were choked and shock wave structure was clearly
observed. Particles were observed to be accelerated behind
the exit of both sonic and supersonic nozzles due to both
nozzle flows being underexpanded. Particle velocity showed
large deviation from the velocity of gas flows, which resulted
from large particle diameter used in the present studies. In
the future studies, the small particle diameter will be con-
sidered and investigated in the microshock tube.
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